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Breast conservation therapy is an appropriate method of primary therapy in
the majority of women with stage I and II breast cancer and is preferable
because it provides survival equivalent to total mastectomy and axillary
dissection while preserving the breast.
(Median follow-up 6.5 years in 6 major trials)
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radiotherapy can also produce a small increase in the
rate of death from causes other than breast cancer.4 In
this extensive overview, we confirmed these findings,
but we could not assess separately the effects of treat-

Figure 5. Ten-Year Survival among Approximately 3100 Women
in Seven Randomized Trials Comparing Mastectomy with
Breast-Conserving Surgery plus Radiotherapy.
Squares represent the women assigned to mastectomy, and circles those assigned to breast-conserving surgery plus radiotherapy. The bars indicate standard deviations. The percentages at the ends of the curves show overall survival rates. Curves
were derived as described in the legend to Figure 2.
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showed a statistically significant benefit (OR, 1.561; 95% C
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The relatively steep slope in the Galbraith plot o
Figure 4 reinforces the conclusion that MT reduces locor
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TABLE 1. Mortality (Number of Deaths/Number Randomized)
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number of trials.
Odds ratios and confidence intervals for different trials
were plotted in a Petogram using a doubling scale so that, for
example, odds ratios of 2:1 and 1:2 appear equidistant and in
opposite directions from the null odds ratio of 1. Galbraith18
plots were also used in which the amount of information in
different trials (reflected by 1/se, where se is the standard
deviation of the log odds ratio estimate) is plotted on the
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Figure 6 shows that the trials had evidence of heterogeneity. Two of the 4 trials are outside the dotted lines
beyond which only 5% would be expected if the trials were
homogeneous. The P value for homogeneity of 0.015 provides statistical confirmation that trials were heterogeneous.
Despite the fact that trials were heterogeneous, a sensitivity analysis in which 1 trial at a time was discarded
confirmed the benefit of MT in terms of overall recurrence
(data not shown).

The randomised studies: Local recurrence

One approach to heterogeneity is a sensitivity analysis
o see whether results change when 1 trial is excluded.
Another approach is to use a random-effects metaanalysis
allowing random trial-to-trial variability beyond that explained by sampling variability. The locoregional recurrence
difference between BCT and MT remained significant in
sensitivity analyses and random-effects metaanalysis.
Table 3 shows the total recurrence rates of different
rials and the weight each received in the pooled analysis.
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Remarks

• Studies are statistically homogenous re mortality
• …but heterogenous re local recurrence (lumpectomy →
quadrantectomy)
• Results not sensitive to exclusion of any of the trials
• 1990 statement, 1995 and 2005 findings consistent
• Compatible with the EBCTCG overviews of lesser vs more surgery
• Compares breast conserving surgery + RT with mastectomy + RT
when indicated

Clinical panorama after the trials

• At average less advanced disease
• Much wider indications for adjuvant systemic therapy
• Guidelines generally prescribe microscopically free margins
• Considerably better diagnostic procedures to confirm multifocality
• A much larger proportion of women having screen-detected disease

The three last points have a larger impact in the BCT group:
A stage drift of a larger proportion of severe cases in the MT group follows.
Lead time is added at a larger quantity to the BCT group.

Today’s practices also invokes a situation where in observational
studies there are few patients who have MT in reality could have
been offered BCT on sound medical grounds.
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A proper randomisation creates two groups very similar at baseline before any intervention:
Avoids selection bias, the major threat in clinical studies. ITT possible.
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Selection: many factors of the process not recorded at all and many others are recorded
crudely or with misclassification. Few MT patients today not even suitable for BCT.
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Interventions not well defined and e.g. information on add-on therapies may be completely
missing.

Follow-up not protocolised and similar for groups: may not be large problem for mortality.
Essentially a PP analysis

Methods to mimic RCT in observational data

• No consensus
• Propensity scoring only accounts for known and measured disturbing
factors
• Instrumental variable analysis can account for unknown and
unmeasured factors, but require stronger assumptions
• Both methods are only valid for those patients who might have been
offered both treatments: may be a very small group today
• All modelling require advanced assumptions – most often not
verifiable
• Further difficulties if ITT should be mimicked
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Observational Studies Analyzed Like
Randomized Experiments

An Application to Postmenopausal Hormone Therapy
and Coronary Heart Disease

Epidemiology 2008;19:766-79

ausal inferences are drawn from both randomized experiments and observational studies. When estimates from
both types of studies are available, it is reassuring to find that
they are often similar.1–3 On the other hand, when randomized and observational estimates disagree, it is tempting to

C

(Epidemiology 2008;19: 766 –779)

also present comparisons between these estimates and previously
reported Nurses’ Health Study estimates.
Conclusions: Our findings suggest that the discrepancies between
the Women’s Health Initiative and Nurses’ Health Study ITT estimates could be largely explained by differences in the distribution of
time since menopause and length of follow-up.
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Background: The Women’s Health Initiative randomized trial
found greater coronary heart disease (CHD) risk in women assigned
to estrogen/progestin therapy than in those assigned to placebo.
Observational studies had previously suggested reduced CHD risk in
hormone users.
Methods: Using data from the observational Nurses’ Health Study,
we emulated the design and intention-to-treat (ITT) analysis of the
randomized trial. The observational study was conceptualized as a
sequence of “trials,” in which eligible women were classified as
initiators or noninitiators of estrogen/progestin therapy.
Results: The ITT hazard ratios (HRs) (95% confidence intervals) of
CHD for initiators versus noninitiators were 1.42 (0.92–2.20) for the
first 2 years, and 0.96 (0.78 –1.18) for the entire follow-up. The ITT
HRs were 0.84 (0.61–1.14) in women within 10 years of menopause,
and 1.12 (0.84 –1.48) in the others (P value for interaction ! 0.08).
These ITT estimates are similar to those from the Women’s Health

Another notable example of discrepancy observational studies
and RCT:

HRT after a breast cancer diagnosis. A carefully done case/control
study (and weaker cohort studies) had contrary results to two RCT:s.

We will not know if an observational study lives up
to our present demands on causal inference in clinical studies
until we have done the confirming RCT.

In today’s clinical practice, however, a new trial of BCT vs
MT may not be a high priority.

